Cut Out on all Black Lines. Score and Fold on all Grey Lines. Fold down the sides of the Steam Cannon and fold in all Glue Tabs. Fold the top areas to match the angles of the sides, working one side and then the other. Cut out the Smoke Stack and fold into a six sided cylinder. Spread out the glue tabs on the top. Cut out the Stack Top and use the glue tab to make a six sided shape. Apply glue to the tabs on the Stack and slide the top down so that the tabs are on the inside. Use your hobby knife to press the tabs down to the inside. When dry, fold in the tabs on the bottom and attach to the back of the Steam Wagon. Fold the Barrel into a five sided cylinder, placing the glue tab on the inside. Carefully apply glue to the bottom edges and attach to the front of the Steam Wagon in the spot marked "B".
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